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Abstract

Designing, building, and experimenting with physical simulation models are central problem-

solving practices in the engineering sciences. Model-based simulation is an epistemic activity that

includes exploration, generation and testing of hypotheses, explanation, and inference. This paper

argues that to interpret and understand how these simulation models function in creating knowledge

and technologies requires construing problem solving as accomplished by a researcher–artifact sys-

tem. It draws on and further develops the framework of ‘‘distributed cognition’’ to interpret data col-

lected in ethnographic and cognitive-historical studies of two biomedical engineering research

laboratories, and articulates the notion of distributed model-based cognition to answer the question

posed in the title.

Keywords: Model-based reasoning; Problem solving; Distributed cognition; Ethnography; Research

laboratories; Mental modeling

[T]he component processes, which when assembled make the mosaic of scientific discov-
ery, are not qualitatively distinct from the processes that have been observed in simpler
problem-solving situations.

(Simon, Langley, & Bradshaw, 1981, 2)

Just as you cannot do very much carpentry with your bare hands, there’s not much think-
ing you can do with your bare mind.

(Dennett, 2000, 17)
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1. Introduction

It has long been a central assumption of cognitive studies of science and technology that

the cognitive resources scientists bring to bear in problem solving are not different in kind

than those used in more ordinary instances, but lie along a continuum. Construing the rea-

soning and representational strategies scientists have developed as sophisticated, highly

reflective outgrowths of ordinary reasoning and representational practices allows researchers

in this area to both draw from and inform the study of the nature of cognition, in general. As

with other areas of cognitive science there has been a move toward studying science in

naturalistic settings (see, e.g., Alac & Hutchins, 2004; Dunbar, 1995; Dunbar & Blanchette,

2001; Goodwin, 1995; Hall, Stevens, & Torralba, 2002; Nersessian, 2006; Nersessian,

Kurz-Milcke, Newstetter, & Davies, 2003; Trickett, Fu, Schunn, & Trafton, 2000; Trickett

& Trafton, 2007). One of the aims of the research I present here is to use insights gleaned

from studying the problem-solving practices of engineering scientists to further an ‘‘envi-

ronmental perspective’’ (Nersessian, 2005) on cognition. Our research aims at an integrated

study of the embodied, artifact-using, and sociocultural dimensions of human cogni-

tion—one in which the environment does not simply scaffold cognition, but rather, in which

aspects of the environment play integral roles in cognitive processes. Here I pose the

question of ‘‘How do engineering scientists think?’’

Engineering scientists are a breed of engineer—often interdisciplinary—whose research

aims to make fundamental contributions to basic science as well as to create novel artifacts

and technologies. Most often these researchers investigate real-world phenomena through

simulation models—physical or computational. This research does not engage the in vivo

phenomena under investigation directly; rather, they build in vitro models of selected fea-

tures of in vivo phenomena and reason about the phenomena by means of manipulating the

models. Thus, engineering science is a fundamentally analogical practice: experimentation

is by means of models that are analog representations of entities and processes under inves-

tigation. Examining their use adds to extensive research on model use in philosophy of sci-

ence and cognitive studies of science. That literature has largely examined the use of

conceptual models in scientific research (see, e.g., Giere, 1988; Morgan & Morrison, 1999;

Nersessian, 1992a, 2008a). The philosophical work focuses mainly on issues pertaining to

the relations between the models and the phenomena they represent, that is, the ‘‘realism’’

issue. As with my earlier work on ‘‘model-based reasoning,’’ our research on the engineer-

ing sciences focuses on the nature of the intellectual work they accomplish through the use

of models, now including physical and computational models as well.

The problem-solving practices of engineering scientists provide an excellent resource

for advancing the agenda of environmental perspectives because their simulation technolo-

gies are simultaneously cognitive and cultural artifacts. Within the confines of this paper

attention is directed primarily to one aspect—the function of physical models as cognitive

artifacts in distributed cognitive processes—but in fact the sociocultural dimensions are

always present if not attended to directly in this brief analysis. The epigraph quote from

Daniel Dennett provides a pithy summary of a major premise of range of research under

headings such as ‘‘distributed cognition,’’ ‘‘the extended mind thesis,’’ ‘‘situated
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cognition,’’ and ‘‘activity theory.’’ The study presented here is framed, broadly, in terms

of distributed cognition: cognitive phenomena such as problem solving are ‘‘distributed’’

(Hutchins, 1995) or ‘‘stretched’’ (Lave, 1988) across a complex system comprising

humans and artifacts. Within this framing, to understand how problem solving is achieved

requires examining the generation, manipulation, and propagation of salient representa-

tions within the system; that is, examining how representational states flow across media

and accomplish cognitive work. Early on in our investigation of two biomedical engineer-

ing research labs, our attention was directed toward highly salient representations, what

they call ‘‘devices,’’ which are the physical simulation models they design, construct, and

manipulate in research.

The research presented here uses distributed cognition as an interpretive ‘‘framework’’ in

the sense proposed by Ryan Tweney (Tweney, 1989): ‘‘A framework is an attempt to recon-

struct a model of the world that meets criteria other than testability [required for theories] as

such. An adequate framework is one that is consistent with the details of the real-world pro-

cess, is interestingly related to our theories of the world, and reduces the complexity of the

real-world process in a way that permits anchoring the framework to the data’’ (p. 344).

I would add to this that framework analyses have the potential to lead to new hypotheses

that can be explored and tested in experimental research (see also Dunbar, 1995). Further,

‘‘distributed cognition’’ is itself a notion under development and one objective of this work

is to further articulate it.

By now, several real-world—and experimental—phenomena have been analyzed and

interpreted by means of the distributed cognition framework. In their discussion of it in the

context of human–computer interaction, Hollan et al. (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsch, 2000)

listed three possible kinds of distributed cognitive processes arising from ‘‘observation of

human activity ‘in the wild’’’:

1. Cognitive processes may be distributed across the members of a social group.

2. Cognitive processes may involve coordination between internal and external (material

or environmental) structure.

3. Processes may be distributed through time in such a way that the products of earlier

events can transform the nature of later events (p. 176).

The problem-solving activities of the research laboratories we have studied exhibit all

three kinds, though here I focus largely on the latter two. What is novel about these domains

is that all aspects of the system—human and technological—are simultaneously undergoing

interrelated changes (Nersessian et al., 2003). Although there are loci of stability in these

research communities, problem-solving processes are often of long duration and involve

designing, building, and redesigning the technology. Furthermore, all researchers are learn-

ers. As we have found, the researchers and their technologies have intersecting developmen-

tal trajectories.

In what follows, I first characterize the environments and our methods of analysis.

I then develop a system level interpretation of the research activities we call inter-
locking models and its correlated notion, model-based cognition, to explicate how
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problem solving is achieved by a distributed inferential system comprising research-

er(s) and artifact(s).

2. Methods of data collection and analysis

2.1. Cognitive-historical ethnography

Our own interdisciplinary research group comprises PhD-level researchers with expertise

in ethnography, qualitative methods, linguistics, psychology, philosophy and history of

science, cognitive science, and learning sciences. Student researchers (graduate and

undergraduate) have come from programs in cognitive science, intelligent systems, and

human-centered computing. All members of the team received apprenticeship training in

ethnography, qualitative methods, and cognitive-historical analysis.

Following researchers in distributed and situated cognition who have adapted ethno-

graphic methods from anthropology to study cognitive processes in naturally situated

practices (Goodwin, 1995; Hutchins, 1995; Lave, 1988), we conducted ‘‘cognitive ethnog-

raphies’’ (Hutchins, 1995) of the research laboratories. The ethnographic part of the study

(observations and interviews) has sought to uncover the activities, tools, and meaning-

making that support research as situated in the ongoing practices of the community. Several

members of the group became participant observers of the day-to-day practices in each lab.

We took field notes on our observations, audiotaped interviews, and video- and audiotaped

research meetings (full transcriptions are completed for 148 interviews and 40 research

meetings). We focused our attention on the custom-built simulation models (devices) as

these appeared to function as ‘‘hubs’’ around which cognitive, social, and cultural practices

centered. Because our focus was on the day-to-day activities surrounding the devices, the

research meetings (monthly or less for Lab A and biweekly for Lab D), though useful,

assumed less importance than they have in other studies of cognitive practices in laborato-

ries (see, esp., Dunbar, 1995). We needed more to elicit from researchers their understand-

ing and perceived relations to these artifacts, and to see how they functioned within the life

of the labs—aspects that are better addressed through interviewing and extensive field

observations. The historical dimension of research in these laboratories, especially with

respect to the simulation devices, required that we bring together interpretive methods akin

to those used in cognitive-historical analysis (Nersessian, 1995) with the qualitative methods

of cognitive ethnography. In this use, cognitive-historical analysis examines historical

records with the objective of understanding cognition, rather than constructing an historical

account per se. For this dimension of our study, data collection included publications, grant

proposals, dissertation proposals, powerpoint presentations, laboratory notebooks, e-mails,

materials related to technological artifacts, and interviews on lab history.

As a group we estimate conducting over 800 hr of field observations. Although we were

allowed to video research meetings, it proved unfeasible to video research in the laborato-

ries. The kinds of observations we were after were not amenable to requesting to be notified

so that we could film when ‘‘X’’ was happening. In Lab D, one researcher did consent to
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letting us video her at a distance during research, but she found it a distraction and uncom-

fortable. She kept asking that we ‘‘move farther away’’ until it was no longer useful. Fur-

thermore, research took place all hours of the day (one of our researchers camped out

evenings in Lab D because in its early days we could not predict when the members would

be there and some only came to the lab in the evening hours). Mounting overhead cameras

running continually or providing head cameras for the researchers to wear might have been

useful, but both were prohibitively expensive and posed serious human subjects’ issues.

2.2. Field sites: Two biomedical engineering research laboratories

We have conducted a 5-year investigation of two university research laboratories in the

area of biomedical engineering. Specifically, we began in the first year with a tissue engi-

neering laboratory and added a neural engineering laboratory in the second year. Intensive

data collection was conducted in each laboratory for 2 years with follow-up of the partici-

pants, their research, and questions pertaining to our research for an additional 2 years.1

Analysis is ongoing.

We selected these sites in accord with the multiple aims of our research. A central aim is

to examine cognitive practices in interdisciplinary fields and the challenges these pose for

learning. Salient features of the sites are as follows:

1. They are rich locales for investigating the interplay of cognition and culture in creative

scientific practices.

2. They are significant sites of learning in science and engineering fields.

3. They are interdisciplinary communities where concepts, methods, discourses, artifacts,

and so forth, from different disciplines interact.

Lab A is a tissue engineering laboratory. During our study, the main members included a

director, one laboratory manager, one postdoctoral researcher, seven PhD graduate students

(three graduated while we were there; the other four, after we concluded formal collection),

two MS graduate students, four long-term undergraduates (two semesters or more).

Additional undergraduates from around the country participated in summer internships and

international graduate students and postdocs visited for short periods. The laboratory direc-

tor (‘‘A13’’) was a senior, highly renowned pioneer in the field of biomedical engineering.

All of the researchers came from engineering backgrounds, mainly mechanical or chemical

engineering, and some were currently students in a biomedical engineering program. Some

had spent time in industry prior to joining the lab. The lab manager had an MS in biochemis-

try. Researchers frequently consulted with a histologist located in the building and traveled

to other institutions for various purposes, including to collect animal cells and to run gene

microarray analyses. The tissue engineering laboratory, as an institution, had been in

existence nearly 20 years when we entered.

Lab A’s overarching research problems are to understand mechanical dimensions of cell

biology, such as gene expression in endothelial cells, and to engineer living substitute blood

vessels for implantation in the human cardiovascular system. The dual objectives of this lab
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explicate further the notion of an engineering scientist as having both traditional engineering

and scientific research goals. Examples of intermediate problems that contributed to

the daily work during our investigation included designing and building living

tissue—‘‘constructs’’—that mimic properties of natural vessels; creating endothelial cells

(highly immune-sensitive) from adult stem cells and progenitor cells; designing and build-

ing environments for mechanically conditioning constructs; and designing means for testing

their mechanical strength.

Lab D is a neural engineering laboratory. During our study the main members included a

director, one laboratory manager, one postdoctoral researcher, four PhD graduate students

in residence (one left after 2 years, three graduated after we concluded formal collection),

one PhD student at another institution who periodically visited and was available via video

link, one MS student, six long-term undergraduates, and one volunteer for nearly 2 years,

not pursing a degree (with a BS), who helped out with breeding mice. When we began, the

laboratory director (‘‘D6’’) was a new tenure-track assistant professor, fresh from a 7-year

postdoc in a biophysics laboratory that develops techniques and technologies for studying

cultures of neurons. He already had achieved some recognition as a pioneer. His background

was in chemistry and biochemistry, with his engineering experience largely self-taught,

though highly sophisticated. The backgrounds of the researchers in Lab D were more

diverse than Lab A and included mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, physics,

life sciences, chemistry, microbiology, and some were currently students in a biomedical

engineering program. As an institution, the neural engineering laboratory was in existence

for a few months and still very much in the process of forming when we entered.

Lab D’s overarching research problems are to understand the mechanisms through which

neurons learn in the brain and, potentially, to use this knowledge to develop aids for neuro-

logical deficits and ‘‘to make people smarter’’ (PI). Examples of intermediate problems that

contributed to the daily work included developing ways to culture, stimulate, control,

record, and image neuron arrays; designing and constructing feedback environments

(robotic and simulated) in which the ‘‘dish’’ of cultured neurons could learn; and using

electro-physiology and optical imaging to study ‘‘plasticity.’’ Here, again, the researchers

have dual scientific and engineering agendas.

2.3. Research questions

Several questions pertaining to cognitive and learning practices in these labs served to

frame our investigation. The most significant for this paper were as follows:

1. What are the cognitive practices in research in these areas?

2. What are the investigative practices through which research problems are addressed?

3. What are the interactional practices within the laboratory culture that facilitate and

sustain learning and research?

As a way of capturing relations among cognitive and cultural facets of the system, we for-

mulated an analytical scheme comprising cognitive, investigative, and interactive practices.
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Cognitive practices give rise to and interact with investigative practices, which in turn are

enacted through interactional practices, which support and sustain both. In this framework,

cognitive practices include the problem formulation, reasoning, and problem-solving

approaches that drive the work in the lab. Deriving from these, the investigative dimension

comprises the nature of the lab members’ daily work as they strive to develop understand-

ing, techniques, and technologies. The interactional dimension comprises the lab culture

and the social configurations that account for the kinds and nature of relationships formed in

the lab and how these are sustained.

Our research findings are rich, and the account and interpretations presented in this paper

are largely restricted to those pertaining to a central cognitive practice of crossing the in

vivo–in vitro divide and the associated investigative practice of designing, building, and

experimenting with simulation models and interactional practice of ‘‘cognitive partnering.’’

The simulation models, called devices within these labs, provide the means through which

researchers screen, control, and investigate the in vivo world via creating parallel in vitro

worlds. Cognitive partnering denotes the idea that the research involves building relation-

ships both with other researchers and with devices.

2.4. Coding methods

Broadly consistent with the aims of grounded theory, we have been approaching interpre-

tive coding analytically and inductively (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998)

enabling core categories (and eventually ‘‘theory’’2) to emerge from the data and remain

grounded in it, while being guided by our initial research questions. Coding began with

weekly collaborative meetings by two PhD-level psychologists with qualitative methods

expertise. A small sample of interviews were analyzed progressively line-by-line from

beginning to end, with the aim of providing an initial description for most if not all passages

in the interview. A description and code were recorded only when both researchers were in

full agreement about its fit and relevance to the passage and, initially, there was no attempt

to minimize the number of coding categories. Two main approaches to developing codes

proved most productive. One was consistent with classic grounded coding approaches that

emphasize the emergence of themes and codes from described units of text. The second

approach arose in closer connection with ongoing ethnographic field observations in the

labs. Initial codes were presented in our biweekly research group meetings (all had read the

transcripts in advance) and codes were discussed until there was agreement. Descriptions

and codes were revisited throughout the process in keeping with new discussion on the text,

as well as new observations in the laboratories. Codes were then analyzed for conceptual

similarities, overlap, and distinction, and were grouped together under superordinate head-

ings, and so forth until no further reductions could be made.

Once codes were established several student researchers were trained on these, with

special emphasis on the codes that had been collected under the category ‘‘model-based

cognition’’ and a larger number of transcripts were ‘‘high level’’ coded for instances of

these. Again at least two researchers looked at the same transcripts and resolved any

conflicting interpretations through discussion. Of the fully transcribed interviews 18% are
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coded. In this process, 79 categories emerged that transferred across the two labs. Of these

27 were particularly robust, and in all 11 superordinate categories were constructed. The 11

superordinate categories demonstrate the range of emergent codes: agency, analogy, history,

identity, limitations, model-based cognition, norms, pragmatic, problem formulation, seek-

ing coherence, and visualization. One exemplar from the superordinate categories is

‘‘model-based cognition.’’ In the coded transcripts, 389 instances fall under this

superordinate category.3 Fig. 1 provides subcategories and sample instances.

By ‘‘model-based,’’ we mean that the representation was organized to reflect structural,

functional, or behavioral aspects of the phenomena. Thus, we infer that these researchers

understand, explain, and reason with ‘‘mental models,’’ as will be discussed in Section 4.

To ensure the ‘‘trustworthiness’’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of our interpretations, we fol-

lowed Eisner’s (2003) three principles: structural corroboration, referential adequacy, and

consensual validation. Structural corroboration requires that a sufficient number of data

points converge on a conclusion to support the interpretation arrived at. This principle calls

for triangulation among different data types, in our case, interviews, field notes, lab meet-

ings, and documents. Referential adequacy addresses the richness of the description and

interpretation and whether it aligns with member understanding of the same phenomena. It

is important to be able to clearly and succinctly explain the properties of each coding cate-

gory for the sake of transparency. In our early coding phases we presented interpretations to

lab members to check for alignment. And finally consensual validation refers to the level of

inter-rater agreement that can be reached among two or more team members using the cod-

ing schemes. Failure to achieve such validation means that the coding scheme is not well

corroborated in the data or adequately described. Our consensual validation procedures were

as discussed above.

Fig. 1. Model-based cognition examples.
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3. Laboratory practices

In this section, I develop examples of central cognitive, investigative, and interactional

practices in each laboratory.

3.1. Cognitive practice: Traversing the in vivo–in vitro divide

Research in both of the laboratories we have studied is driven by the need to solve

complex, interdisciplinary problems. The central cognitive practice is traversing the

in vivo–in vitro divide. Research in biomedical engineering confronts the problem that it is

impractical or unethical to carry out experiments directly on animals or human subjects.

Thus, ways must be devised to emulate selected aspects of in vivo phenomena to a degree

of accuracy sufficient to warrant transfer of selected aspects of simulation outcomes to the

in vivo phenomena. As a result, the central investigative practice common to both labs is to

design, build, and experiment with in vitro simulation models that aim to parallel selected

features of in vivo systems.4 The researchers refer to their physical models as ‘‘devices,’’

which are usually signature artifacts of that laboratory or of a small group of laboratories in

the research area. Experimentation with devices requires configurations in which biological

and engineering components are brought together in an investigation, which researchers

refer to as a ‘‘model system.’’ As one respondent stated: ‘‘when everything comes together

I would call it a ‘model system’ […] I think you would be very safe to use that [notion] as

the integrated nature, the biological aspect coming together with an engineering aspect, so

it’s a multifaceted modeling system. I think that’s a very good terminology to describe

that.’’ Many interactive practices, for instance, mentoring newcomers, develop around the

devices. In particular, as learners mature into full-fledged researchers, they come to see the

simulation models as partners and active participants in their research. We call this interac-

tional practice, cognitive partnering.

3.2. Investigative practice: Experimentation through simulative modeling

The need to traverse the in vivo–in vitro divide gives rise to the investigative practice of

experimentation through simulative modeling. In the labs we studied, physical simulation

was the primary means of investigation, though Lab D made some use of computational

simulation. As the primary objective of this paper is to discuss our cognitive interpretations

stemming from this research, I offer only a brief example of the modeling practices with

devices in each lab.

3.2.1. Lab A: The flow loop and construct
Research in Lab A stems from the insight its director had in the early 1970s: ‘‘character-

istics of blood flow [mechanical forces] actually were influencing the biology of the wall of

a blood vessel. And even more than that….the way a blood vessel is designed is—it has an

inner lining called the endothelium. It’s a monolayer....it’s the cell layer in direct contact

with flowing blood. So it made sense to me that, if there was this influence of flow on the
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underlying biology of the vessel wall, that somehow that cell type had to be involved.’’

(Note the ‘‘design’’ perspective on biology of a mechanical engineer!) The device that is

now the central focus of research in Lab A is the cell-seeded vascular graft (‘‘construct’’)

that is a living, tissue-engineered representation of a blood vessel wall (Fig. 2A). The nature

of the representation changes along various dimensions depending on the constraints of the

experiment in which it will be used. For instance, it can be seeded with smooth muscle cells

and endothelial cells, or simply the latter (derived from a variety of animals) and the compo-

nents of the collagen scaffolding can vary. Its design is based on what is currently under-

stood of biological environment of endothelial cells in cell and vascular biology, the kinds

of materials available, and bio-engineering techniques thus far developed. Their ongoing

research serves to advance all of these aspects.

Once built, a specific construct representation can be manipulated by various means. One

form of manipulation is by the flow channel device (‘‘flow loop’’), an engineered represen-

tation of the in vivo force of blood flow over the lumen; that is, it is a model of hemodynam-

ics (Fig. 2B). The flow loop design is based on the fluid mechanics of a long channel with a

rectangular cross-section. In exposing the endothelial cells lining the construct to shear

stresses, this manipulation ‘‘conditions’’ or ‘‘exercises’’ the cells and can be the locus of an

experimental process itself (e.g., relating to cell morphology or gene expression), or just one

step in a multimodel process. To determine the results of a flow loop manipulation, the

conditioned construct is removed and examined with various instruments, such as the condi-

tioned construct with a confocal microscope, an instrument that generates images for many

color channels, at multiple locations, magnifications, and gains.

3.2.2. Lab D: The MEA dish and embodiments
The central simulation device in Lab D is the multielectrode neuron array, locally

referred to as ‘‘the dish.’’ The research in this laboratory stems from the director’s desire to

(B)
(A)

Fig. 2. Photographs of tubular constructs on mandrills in a culture (A) and a flow loop set-up (B).
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understand the nature of network activity of the brain. ‘‘There are a lot of people out there

doing very detailed modeling of single neurons.... but I’m much more interested in what

happens when you take a bunch of cells and have them interact with one another, what sort

of emergent properties pop up.... that’s part of our job to find out which of the details of the

biology are important in these sorts of network properties and network phenomena, and

which are sort of incidental.’’ He spent his postdoc years developing ways of growing (and

keeping alive for years), recording, and imaging live in vitro networks of neurons to study

how they learn, and these now form the basis for research in Lab D.

The very construction of the ‘‘dish’’ of cultured neurons interlocks concepts, methods,

and materials from biology, chemistry, and electrical engineering. The neurons are plated

on a multielectrode array (MEA), which is a small, glass, Petri-style dish with an 8 · 8 grid

of microelectrodes embedded in the bottom (Fig. 3A). The electrodes poke into the neurons

giving researchers the capacity for recording and injecting electrical activity in the network

(Fig. 3B). The living cells (around 40K) are neurons and glia harvested from a rat’s cortex,

dissociated, and cultured in the Petri dish, bathed in a medium of biological chemicals that

provide food. Finally, a Teflon film is stretched over the dish and held in place by another

Teflon ‘‘O’’-shaped piece. Teflon is used because it is nontoxic and allows oxygen and

carbon dioxide to pass through so the cells can breathe, while at the same time keeping out

bacteria and fungi. For recording, stimulating, and imaging purposes, the dish needs to be

enclosed in a sterile environmental chamber.

The MEA dish is a generic representation of cortical processing behavior and function,

but ‘‘it’s a simplified model... it’s not how it is in the brain, but I still think that the model

would answer some basic questions.’’ Part of the research in Lab D is determining more

specifically the nature of the modeling representation, which includes learning to interpret,

control, and mathematically represent the dish’s behavior under various conditions of stimu-

lation.

Although the details cannot be specified here, some of the most important model system

simulations it participates in are closed loop configurations or ‘‘embodiments,’’ which

(B)(A)

Fig. 3. Photograph of the MEA (A) and the neuron dish (B).
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represent the in vivo embodiment of the brain. One involves its connection to a computa-

tionally simulated animal and world in which it ‘‘behaves’’—called an ‘‘animat.’’ The other

involves connection with various robotic devices designed to mimic motor activity in the

world—called a ‘‘hybrot.’’ These model systems bring the domains of computational mod-

eling and mechanical engineering, respectively, into the interdisciplinary mix.

The arrows in Fig. 4 represent the flow of representations (solid boxes) as the infor-

mation they provide is generated, manipulated, and propagated within the artifact model

system.

3.3. Interactional practice: Cognitive partnering

We use the notion of cognitive partnering to characterize the special relations that

develop among researchers and between them and simulation devices (as opposed to with

other important artifacts such as the pipette or the confocal microscope) in the course of

learning in the lab (Nersessian et al., 2003; Osbeck & Nersessian, 2006). What it means for

learners to form cognitive partnerships with other researchers is fairly straightforward. How-

ever, we developed the notion in the first instance to capture the significant shift in the way

learners think and talk about, and interact with their devices—and only these—as they pro-

gress in their research. Significantly, the language used to discuss the devices shifts from

that of the newcomer who discusses ‘‘that thing over there with hooks and pulleys’’ to that

of the advancing researcher who increasingly uses anthropomorphic language as she

becomes more expert. Although much of it concerns cells, which are living entities,

significantly, this language use extends to nonliving parts of model systems as well. Some

examples of both are as follows:

Fig. 4. Hybrot model system (partial).
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1. I’m strengthening that particular pathway so that the network would prefer to always

excite these two cells in a certain way after my modifying input. (Dish model

system—Lab D)

2. The cells once they are in the construct will reorganize it and secrete a new matrix and

kind of remodel the matrix into what they think is most appropriate. (Construct mod-

el—Lab A)

3. [The board] sees voltages in different ways. (Bioreactor model—Lab A)

4. Yeah, seven parameters it has to look at in order to decide what’s a burst. (Burst detec-

tor software in dish model system—Lab D)

We construe such anthropomorphizing as signaling the researcher’s attribution of agency
to the artifact. As the researcher matures, the simulation device comes to be conceived as a

‘‘partner’’ in research. In one sense, cognitive partnering marks coming to understand the

research through the lens of what the device affords and constrains. But it goes beyond this

to conceptualizing the devices as possessing quasi-independence—as distinct from and

interacting with the researcher. In the course of experimenting, the artifact reacts and inter-

acts often in undesired or unexpected ways, which leads the researcher to come to treat the

device as an active participant in the investigative process.5 Finally, this language signals,

too, that there is an affective dimension of research, as there is in forming relationships gen-

erally. This is evidenced, for instance, by a researcher in Lab A telling a newcomer to

‘‘think of them [cells] as pets’’ and by the frustration of a researcher in Lab D with the

behavior of her device: ‘‘Pfft—you keep them [the dish neurons] happy by feeding them, by

taking care of them, hopefully stimulating them [in a motherly and condescending voice],

and telling them to do something! I don’t know what to do to make them happy. I don’t

know—make them happy!’’ If the MEA dish is not happy, neither is the researcher.

3.4. Discussion

These laboratories are rich sites that provide numerous findings about cognition and

learning. Given that the objective of our research has been to discover practices that might

be in common use in the field of biomedical engineering we focused on those coding catego-

ries and interpretations that transferred robustly across the labs. Each laboratory provided us

with a systemic perspective of their research. Fig. 5 provides a self-mapping of the research

space for each laboratory. Fig. 5A was drawn by the Lab A director in response to our

request that he ‘‘draw a picture’’ of the research in his lab. He mapped not only the prob-

lems (‘‘major barriers’’) but also the technologies (at the bottom), the relations of research-

ers to both of these and to one another in that space. The content of Fig. 5B was constructed

by the entire Lab D research group in a meeting we observed which they organized specifi-

cally to ‘‘map the research,’’ that is, to consider the nature of the problems, the range of

resources, and the potential range of contributions for their research. The lab director then

created this representation from what was written on the white boards, and video and audio

capture of the discussion. Here too, problems and technologies delimit a finite, though

significantly unconstrained, research space. In this case, he did not draw the relational
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information concerning the researchers, but it did form part of their discussion. So the fuller

mapping comprises the diagram and the video and audio capture.

Each map begins to articulate a research space distributed across problems, methods,

technologies, and members, as well as connecting the lab to resources and communities

external to it. For example, for Lab A ‘‘gene profiling’’ requires using technology at a

nearby medical school; for Lab D ‘‘clinical ties’’ relate to other research communities.

These lab mappings reinforce our observations that the research activities in both labs center

on the devices. The devices, as hubs, connect researchers, problems, and technologies. They

are the primary sites of inquiry, innovation, and learning.

The investigative practice of using in vitro simulation is deeply implicated in these map-

pings. In order to address the ‘‘barrier’’ of ‘‘mechanical properties’’ of endothelial cells in

vivo, for instance, one needs to design and use flow chambers and collagen gel constructs.

One needs to build ‘‘science fiction’’ (as the Lab D member utters) to achieve science fact.

The devices, as models, are designed to represent what researchers deem to be salient prop-

erties and behaviors of biological systems. But the devices are also systems themselves, with

engineering and material constraints that often impose simplifications and idealizations

unrelated to the biological systems they model.

Devices are hybrid objects reflecting the laboratories as bio-engineering environments

and reflected in the characteristics of the researcher-students who are part of a program

(A) Lab A
(B) Lab D

Fig. 5. Laboratory research spaces.
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aimed explicitly at producing interdisciplinary, integrative thinkers in biomedical engineer-

ing. Given the hybrid nature of the simulation models, a major learning challenge for these

researchers is to develop selective, integrated understandings of biological concepts, meth-

ods, and materials and engineering concepts, methods, and materials. By ‘‘selective,’’

I mean that a researcher-learner needs to integrate, in thinking and experimenting, only

those dimensions of biology and engineering relevant to their research goals and problems.

For example, in Lab A, researchers need to develop an integrated understanding of the endo-

thelial cell in terms of the stresses of fluid dynamics of blood flow in an artery. In Lab D the

notion of plasticity, a biological property, needs to be understood in terms of quantitative

measures based on recorded spikes of electrical activity of the neuronal network.

Further, in designing and conducting experiments with devices, researchers need to

understand what engineering constraints they possess deriving from their design and con-

struction, and what limitations these impose on the simulation and subsequent interpretation

and inferences. That is, the device needs to be understood both as device qua in vitro model

and device qua engineered model. Thus, whatever inferences researchers make about the in

vivo phenomena are conditioned on an understanding of the device both as a model of the

phenomena and as an engineered system.

Building activities centered on devices are pervasive in both laboratories and these serve

several functions within the research community. Devices connect the cognitive practice of

in vitro simulation with social practices; for instance, much initial mentoring and learning

of laboratory ethos takes place in the context of cell culturing—something all newcomers

must master. For newcomers, building cell cultures, constructs, and MEA dishes serves as

entrée into the community. Mentoring often begins around them. Building activities provide

opportunities to quickly become absorbed into the culture of the laboratory. The processes

of building artifact models also provide opportunities for the researcher to build integrated

mental representations. For instance, in Lab A, building a physical construct to condition

with the flow loop facilitates building a mental representation that selectively integrates con-

cepts from cell biology and fluid dynamics—one that represents, for example, biological

aspects of the endothelial cells with respect to mechanical forces in terms of the integrated

concept of arterial shear rate (force of blood as it flows over these cells, causing elongation,

proliferation, and so forth). Such interactive mental ⁄ physical representation building takes

place over short periods of time during the hands-on processes and over longer spans. In

Lab D, for instance, one researcher built a computational simulation and dynamic visualiza-

tion of the dish model system and interacted with others working on the dish system itself.

It was only over the course of more than a year of building and experimenting with both that

the entire group of researchers was led to a new way of conceptualizing the propagation of

‘‘bursts’’ of electrical activity in the dish (Nersessian & Chandrasekharan, 2009).

Importantly, the custom-built technologies of the biomedical engineering research labora-

tories are not stable artifacts. As parts of model systems they are designed and redesigned in

the context of an experiment, and from one research project to another. Further, one device

often leads to the creation of a new device. For instance, the flow loop studies led to the

development of the construct model, which in turn led both to a redesign of the flow loop

device and to the design of additional new simulation devices. In these circumstances the
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histories of the devices within the evolving research program of the laboratory become a

vital resource for present-day research. In research, history is appropriated hands-on in the

lore of the laboratory as meaningfully related to working with devices. It is important

in moving the research forward for researchers to know, for instance, what, how, and

why design changes have been made to a device. Thus, the current design is understood as

conditioned on the problem situation as it existed for the laboratory at a prior time. So the

historicity of the devices is a resource for novel design options.

With this basic understanding of the labs and their research practices in hand, we are now

in a position to address the reflexive goal of this paper: drawing on the framework of distrib-

uted cognition to interpret problem-solving processes in the labs while using our findings

and the issues they raise to further develop that framework.

4. General discussion

Proponents of the distributed cognition framework seek to reconceptualize cognitive

processes as comprising systems of humans and artifacts. To date, distributed cognition

researchers have focused much of their attention on the artifacts that participate in cog-

nitive processes and on the roles of the humans in coordinating the generation, manipu-

lation, and propagation of artifact representations as they accomplish cognitive work.

Of course, as Hutchins and others have noted, brains are parts of cognitive systems and

perceptual and motor processes play a role in coordinating artifact representations (Alac

& Hutchins, 2004; Becvar, Hollan, & Hutchins, 2008). However, the nature of the rep-

resentations within the bounds of the human components, which facilitate their partici-

pation in a cognitive system, have received scant attention. As will be demonstrated in

Section 4.2, our data provide evidence that researcher representations are themselves

model-like in structure—traditionally called ‘‘mental models.’’ From the perspective of

distributed cognition, researcher mental models and device model systems constitute

distributed inferential systems through which candidate problem solutions are achieved.

In what follows I use the notion of interlocking models to explicate dimensions of such

distributed inferential systems.

Interlocking models is a system-level interpretation we developed to capture dimensions

of research practices that cut across many of our coding categories (Kurz-Milcke,

Nersessian, & Newstetter, 2004; Nersessian, 2005; Nersessian et al., 2003). This multidi-

mensional notion serves to articulate relations among the components of the laboratory cast

as a cognitive-social-cultural system. In particular, it provides a means of specifying in what

ways the simulation devices serve as hubs. As with transportation systems, where many

service lines interlock at central stations, devices serve to interlock many dimensions of

practice. Three dimensions pertinent to articulating distributed model-based reasoning will

be considered in turn:

1. Interdisciplinary facets

2. Researcher and artifact system components
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3. Configurations of models in experiments.

4.1. Interdisciplinary interlocking

In this field, experimentation requires that researchers create models by interlocking

conceptual, material, and methodological facets of biology and engineering. Researcher

conceptual models are hybrid representations, as are artifact model systems. Fig. 6

provides partial schematic representations of areas that contribute such facets to the

make-up of artifact and mental models.

Our data on how researchers conceptualize and understand their model systems provide

numerous examples of interdisciplinary interlocking. Transcript material from several Lab

A researchers illustrate this for the construct and flow loop model system. For a simulation

to enable prediction about the in vivo phenomena, the flow loop and construct model system

needs to behave as though blood were flowing through an artery to a satisfactory degree of

approximation. The flow loop, as a model, represents the shear stresses during blood flow in

an artery to a ‘‘1st order approximation of a blood vessel environment...as blood flows over

the lumen’’ and enables a ‘‘way to impose a very well-defined shear stress across a very

large population of cells.’’ But a flow loop simulation is ‘‘something very abstract because

there are many in vivo environments and many in vivo conditions within that environment.

Things change constantly in our bodies over our lifetimes; including physiological flow

rates.’’ The researchers make this approximation in design because ‘‘as engineers, we try to

eliminate as many extraneous variables as possible.... so our conclusions can be drawn from

the change of only one variable.’’ The original flow loop was designed to flow cells, but

‘‘cell culture is not a physiological model’’ and though much still is learned by just using

cells, ‘‘putting cells in plastic and exposing them to flow is not a very good simulation of

what is actually happening in the body. Endothelial cells... have a natural neighbor called

smooth muscle cells... these cell types communicate with one another.’’

Fig. 6. Interlocking interdisciplinary models.
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To address this concern, biological and engineering materials and methods were

employed to engineer the construct device. Unlike cell cultures on slides, constructs are

three-dimensional surfaces in which cells are embedded. The construct model ‘‘behaves

like a native artery because that’s one step closer to being functional.’’ The constraints

of the flow loop (designed originally for cells on slides and modified slightly for the

thicker constructs), however, require that the tubular constructs be cut open and flowed

flat (unlike an in vivo artery). However, as the endothelial cells that line an artery in

vivo are so small relative to the artery, the researchers believe that flowing the liquid

(representing blood) over the flat in vitro construct (representing the artery) is a manip-

ulation that will provide accurate enough information about the effect of forces on the

endothelial cells. From the ‘‘cell’s perspective... the cell [in vivo in an artery] sees

basically a flat surface. The curvature is maybe over one centimeter, whereas the cell

is like a micrometer... so to the cell it has no idea that there’s actually a curve to it.’’

So, other than in the case of an implantation experiment with an animal (often called

‘‘ex vivo’’ model), researchers believe there is no need to flow constructs in tubular

form, which would require major changes to the flow loop. However, should it be

found out, for instance, that in vivo ‘‘there’s a whole different pattern of genes that are

upregulated in pulsatile shear [in vitro]’’ then a new flow-loop—construct model system

would need to be designed to simulate higher-order effects, such as that in vivo,

‘‘blood sloshes around in the blood vessel.’’

In just this brief exemplar of one model system, the interdisciplinary interlocking models

comprise at least:

1. Biological and engineering models of in vivo phenomena in the wider community (as

detailed, e.g., in texts and journals)

2. Bio-engineered in vitro artifact models

3. Researcher mental models of

• in vivo and in vitro phenomena

• devices qua in vitro models

• devices qua engineered models.

The next section examines how distributed cognitive processes comprise systems of inter-

locking researcher models and artifact models.

4.2. Distributing cognition: ‘‘Putting a thought into the bench top’’

4.2.1. Researcher models
Our data on how researchers think about and reflect on the in vivo phenomena and the

in vitro devices provide substantial evidence that the mental representations they use in

problem solving and reasoning have a model-like structure (see, Fig. 2). That is, they are

organized representations of the parts of physical systems and interactions among these, cus-

tomarily referred to as ‘‘mental models.’’ The data on how these researchers explain, pre-

dict, and otherwise reason support the interpretation that the long-term representations they
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draw upon consist of organized understandings comprising representations of the structures,

functions, and ⁄ or behaviors of the phenomena they are investigating and of the artifact mod-

els they create for experimenting.

As noted in Section 2.4, model-based cognition is a central superordinate category

deriving from our coding of transcripts. Combined, field observations and transcripts of

interviews and research meetings provided ample evidence of the researchers constructing

and simulating model-like representations of entities and processes for cognitive tasks.

They reason, explain, and predict by means of model representations. So we have been

seeking to understand how researcher mental models and artifact model systems function

together as components of distributed cognitive processes. The mental models literature

comprises a wide range of cognitive science research that posits models as organized units

of mental representation that are used in various cognitive processes, including reasoning,

problem solving, discourse comprehension, and sense making. As I have noted in previous

writings (Nersessian, 2002, 2008a,b), there are two primary usages of the term in the liter-

ature: one addresses the nature of the long-term memory representations (see, e.g., Gentner

& Stevens, 1983); the other addresses the nature of the working memory representations

in inferential processes, that is, the activity of ‘‘mental modeling’’ in discourse interpreta-

tion (see, e.g., Perrig & Kintsch, 1985), logical reasoning (see, e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983),

and mental simulation (see, e.g., Nersessian, 1992b, 2008a). The hypothesis I advanced

was that ‘‘in certain problem-solving tasks humans reason by constructing a mental model

of the situation, events, and processes in working memory that in dynamic cases can be

manipulated through simulation’’ (Nersessian, 2002; p. 143).6 This hypothesis derived

from examining a range of historical records of scientific reasoning, the original concep-

tion of reasoning by means of mental simulation by Kenneth Craik (Craik, 1943), and

extensive experimental literature over the last 25 years of research on mental modeling,

mental animation, mental spatial simulation, and embodied mental representation. The full

argument in support of this hypothesis is developed in Chapter 4 of Creating Scientific
Concepts (Nersessian, 2008a). Recent psychological research, based on observational stud-

ies of scientists and engineers as they try to solve research problems, lends support to the

hypothesis and further details the nature and role of mental model—or conceptual—

simulations (Christensen & Schunn, 2008; Trafton, Trickett, & Mintz, 2005; Trickett &

Trafton, 2007).

Thus far I have been using the expression ‘‘mental models’’ to connect my account

of scientific cognition with an extensive literature on mundane cognition. Before pro-

ceeding to extend that notion to distributed inferential processes, I now shift to the

more neutral descriptor ‘‘researcher model.’’ The traditional correlates ‘‘mind–body,’’

‘‘mental–physical,’’ and ‘‘internal–external’’ (to the body) are laden with dualistic

assumptions (Nersessian, 2005). Thus, for the remainder of my analysis I will use

‘‘researcher model’’ and ‘‘artifact model,’’ where the former refers to model representa-

tions and processes inside the bounds of a human body and the latter, to other model

components of the distributed cognitive system. The objective of the remainder of this

paper is to extend the notion of simulative model-based reasoning to a distributed

notion in which researcher and artifact representations are co-participants in inferential
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processes. The extension of the hypothesis is that in simulative model-based reasoning

inferences arise through processing information in the system that comprises research-

er(s) memory and artifact models.7

4.2.2. Distributed model-based reasoning
One researcher characterized what they do in experimenting by means of simulation

models as ‘‘putting a thought into the bench top and seeing whether it works or not.’’

We found this characterization quite apt. As an instantiated thought, the device is a phys-

ically realized representation with correspondences to the researcher model. As a tangible

artifact, it evolves along with the researcher’s understanding in experimental processes.

As a representation, it refers both to the researcher model and to the in vivo phenomena.

Simulations with artifact model systems are integral to the researcher models in that they

are intended to function epistemically. That is, the artifact model is a site of simulation

not just of some biological or mechanical process but also of the researcher’s understand-

ing. In the search for knowledge about in vivo systems, researcher and artifact models

interlock both in concurrent simulation processes, in which building and simulation activ-

ities contribute directly to transformations of the researcher working memory model, and

over the longer term, through processes that bring about changes in long-term memory

representations.

An experiment with an artifact model provides an extension of the scientific practice of

thought experimenting (the ‘‘science fiction’’ remarked on in Fig. 5B)—more complete and

complex and potentially less subject to individual bias and error. It affords a more detailed

representation, a wider range of manipulations, and more control than is possible for a

thought experiment. In a manner similar to how microscopes and telescopes extend scien-

tists’ capacity to see, artifact simulation models extend their biological capacity to perform

simulative reasoning. As with thought experimenting, the model system simulation contrib-

utes to predictions about how the in vivo system might perform under specified conditions.

Whether one is warranted in transferring these to in vivo phenomena depends on the kinds

of considerations discussed briefly in Section 4.1, which concern the fit between the repre-

sentations and manipulations performed and the in vivo phenomena. For instance: Is a first

order approximation sufficient for representing blood flow? Do the effects of shear stress on

the cells in a flat construct differ in relevant ways from the effects on tubular arteries? And

so forth. Simulations with models, then, provide a kind of counterfactual reasoning. As

another researcher explained: ‘‘We typically use models to predict what is going to happen

in a system [in vivo]. Like people use mathematical models to predict.... what’s going to

happen in a mechanical system? Well, this is an experimental model that predicts what

would happen—or you hope that it would predict—what would happen in real life.’’

The argument being made here is that the ‘‘experimental model that predicts’’ is the

interlocked, distributed model system comprising researcher and artifact. Reasoning by

means of this system involves co-processing information in human memory and in the envi-

ronment. That is, as cast within the distributed cognition framework, the problem solver

does not simply use artifact representations; rather, they are incorporated directly into cogni-

tive processing. The nature of the mechanisms connecting human and artifact components is
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still an open question for cognitive science. Research needs to address both cases of

concurrent, interactive manipulations of researcher and artifact models and cases where

simulation is carried out by the artifact model, and its results lead to changes in researcher

long-term models.8

The analysis in this section provides an argument extending the notion of model-based

cognition to comprise interlocking researcher and artifact models for distributing cognitive

processes across such systems. In these labs, problem-solving processes comprise experi-

ments that generate, manipulate, and propagate these interlocked models. Simulative

model-based reasoning is a process of co-constructing and manipulating the researcher mod-

els of the phenomena and of the device and the model that is the device, each incomplete. In

experimental processes, interlocking researcher and artifact models form distributed experi-

mental configurations from which inferences flow. I illustrate this understanding of experi-

mentation by means of an extended example from Lab A that provides a snapshot of a

problem-solving process that extended over several years and was carried out by means of

an evolving distributed inferential system.

4.3. Distributed experimental configurations: The vascular construct model system

In experimental situations, models tend to be put into interlocking configurations, that is,

they are not isolated entities, but stand in particular relations to other models—researcher

and artifact. Analyzing the design and execution of an experiment will provide a means of

articulating this dimension of interlocking models. Soon after A7 arrived at Lab A she was

designated the ‘‘person who would take the construct in vivo,’’ meaning that her research

was directed towards conducting experiments with an animal that serves as a model for the

human body in the context of the experiment. This objective immediately required that she

would (a) need to design and build a construct that would both more closely mimic the func-

tional characteristics of an in vivo artery than was used in most other experiments and would

have sufficient strength to withstand the force of in vivo blood flow; (b) modify the flow

loop so that it would work with tubular constructs in tubular form; and (c) arrange for an

animal (baboon) to be surgically altered so as to experiment with the construct outside of its

body and in a minimally invasive way. It also required that she bring together the strands of

research being conducted by nearly all the other lab members. As she expressed it, ‘‘to go to

an in vivo model we have to have all, well most of the aspects that people have studied.’’

She proceeded to identify components stemming from other researchers, stressing ‘‘so this

is integration of what they’ve learned....you can’t just study one aspect.’’ ‘‘To improve

mechanical integrity....is gonna obviously integrate the results of colleagues here in the

lab.’’ A7’s integrative position in the lab problem space is further evidenced in the drawing

made by the director (Fig. 5A).

When we started, she had been in the laboratory about a year but was still in the process

of defining the specific goals and problems of her research. Our analysis is based on field

observations of her conducting the parts of her research that took place in the laboratory

(the baboon lived in a laboratory in another state); interviewing her as it progressed, with a

final postgraduation interview; video and audio transcripts of the lab meetings in which she
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presented; and several of her writings. Her final overarching definition of the problem was

to determine whether it would be possible to use circulating endothelial cells (‘‘progenitor

cells’’) derived from a patient’s peripheral blood to line the vascular graft. The endothelial

cells that line the artery are among the most immune-sensitive cells in the body. If the

patient’s own endothelial progenitor cells could be harvested and used, that would greatly

enhance the potential of a vascular graft. However, the progenitor cells do not modulate

thrombosis, which is a function of the mature cells. A7 hypothesized that shear stress condi-

tioning (by means of the flow loop) the construct prior to implantation would solve the prob-

lem of platelet formation and the resulting thrombosis. Before turning to our analysis of her

problem solving as an example of a distributed model-based cognition, it is instructive to

examine her own succinct summary statement.

What is most notable from A7’s account of her experiment is she seamlessly interlocks in

thought and expression biological and engineering concepts and models as she had enacted

these in building and assembling the components of her model systems and conducting and

drawing inferences through experiments:

We used the shunt to evaluate platelet deposition and that would be—in other words—

were the cells, as a function of the treatment that they were given before they were

seeded onto the engineered tissue, able to prevent blood clotting? And so we specifically

measured the number of platelets that would sit down on the surface. More platelets
equals a clot. So, it ended up being that we were able to look at the effects of shear stress
preconditioning on the cells ability to prevent platelets and found that it was actually nec-

essary to shear precondition these blood derived cells at an arterial shear rate, which I

used 15 dynes per square centimeter compared to a low shear rate, which in my case I

used like 1 dyne per square centimeter, so, a pretty big difference. But I found that the

arterial shear was necessary to enhance their expression of anti-coagulant proteins and

therefore prevent clotting. So in other words, the shear that they were exposed to before

going into the shunt was critical in terms of magnitude, for sure.

The italicized terms mark reference both to interlocking interdisciplinary models as they

function in her understanding and reasoning and to interlocked physical simulation models.

To unpack a few of her expressions ‘‘the cells’’ are the endothelial progenitor cells she

extracted from baboon blood and seeded onto the ‘‘engineered tissue’’ (vascular construct

device). The ‘‘treatment’’ they received was ‘‘shear stress preconditioning’’ conducted by

using the modified flow loop device. The objective of her research was to determine if, and

at what level, the preconditioning (‘‘arterial shear’’ simulation) of constructs would

‘‘enhance their [cells] expression of anti-coagulant proteins’’ (‘‘prevent platelets’’). She

found, through several iterations of the entire ex vivo model system (‘‘used the shunt to

evaluate platelet deposition’’), that the in vivo human arterial shear rate (‘‘15 dynes ⁄ cm2’’)

was required for sufficient protein expression (‘‘was critical in terms of magnitude’’). Like-

wise, her instantiated ‘‘thought’’ about the treatment of the cells led to a revision of her con-

ceptual understanding of the vascular construct so as to reflect the necessity of using arterial

shear in order to prevent thrombosis.
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The diagram in Fig. 7 provides a pared-down representation of our analysis of the vascu-
lar construct model system for this experiment. It was drawn from our data quite a while

before this final interview, but each component appears in her explanation. On our interpre-

tation, it traces the construction, manipulation, and propagation of researcher and artifact

models within the distributed problem-solving system that constitutes the experiment. In the

figure, the models are highlighted by thick lines. The flow arrows represent the propagation

of representations in the system as they are generated and manipulated.

To keep the diagram from becoming too complex, the numerous connections to other

researchers in the lab problem space (mapped in Fig. 5A) are not included, but the construct,

flow loop, and baboon models are to be understood as communal achievements, represent-

ing years of research. Each researcher model is a part individual, part community represen-

tation. The device models represent and perform as aspects of a cardiovascular system: The

construct models represent and perform as selected aspects of the biological environment of

a blood vessel, the flow loop model represents and performs as shear stresses on arterial

walls, and the baboon model represents and performs as blood flow through a human artery.

Neither artifact nor researcher models in this experimental set up are static; rather, they are

representations that changed over time as each component was developed. There are three

major components of this model system that I will call ‘‘construct’’ (left third of diagram),

‘‘flow loop’’ (middle), and ‘‘baboon’’ (right third). It required over 3 years of designing,

building, and experimenting with first two components before A7 could conduct the final

Fig. 7. Distributed vascular construct model system (partial).
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ex vivo experiments over a further 2-year period. Model system configurations, though con-

tinually evolving artifacts, are long-term investments. It is not possible here to provide a

detailed account of the numerous cycles of designing, building, simulating, and evaluating

the models represented in each part of the diagram. I provide a brief outline.

Considerable novel research went into just the making of the construct (diagram left

third) so that it could be used ex vivo. Issues of mechanical integrity (strength) became sig-

nificant as it needed to be able to withstand nearly normal blood forces and also not leak.

The desired final experimental configuration required that this construct model be what they

considered the most ‘‘physiologic’’ one the lab has created in that it instantiated all but the

outer layer (adventitia), which the researcher thought was not necessary to the experiment

and might even grow on its own. Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) were extracted from a

baboon’s peripheral blood. When working just with the EPCs, she used the lab flow loop

model at various shear rates and then used several instruments to extract information about

their protein and gene expression. Numerous iterations of manipulating EPCs and using var-

ious instruments, such as the flow cytometer to examine the cells for expression of mole-

cules for thrombomodulin, facilitated her building a researcher model of their function and

behavior in relation to shear stresses, and contributed to building the final construct device

for these experiments. Constructing this artifact model further required isolating an intact

elastin scaffold, removing vascular smooth muscle cells from carotid arteries of baboon

(sacrificed for experiments other than her own), and determining the right collagen mix and

the scaffold material for suturing (Teflon).

For conditioning the constructs in tubular shape (diagram middle third), A7 had originally

proposed redesigning the chamber of the flow loop to better approximate the in vivo model.

In the end, significant redesign turned out to be unnecessary because she had the insight that it

should be possible to design an external shunt for the flow loop—making an analogy directly

with the shunt she had designed earlier for the animal model—and attach the construct to that

for simulating a range of shear stresses. The animal model (diagram right third) was needed to

provide a functional evaluation of the EPCs in an environment more closely approximating

the in vivo environment than an artifact model. The animal model comprises a baboon, surgi-

cally altered so that an exteriorized shunt connects the femoral vein and the femoral artery,

allowing a small amount of blood flow to be diverted through a construct during an experi-

ment. In setting up the experiment a much longer tube is attached to the shut so that the con-

struct can be placed directly on the gamma camera (a commercially available instrument the

size of a small table) to capture and observe platelet formation during real-time blood flow.

The baboon sits in a specially designed restraining chair and has a suit over its body to prevent

it from pulling on the shunt. The baboon’s blood is injected with iridium so that platelets will

be made visible through the gamma camera. The construct is then disconnected from the

baboon and other instruments and software programs are used to analyze the EPCs for infor-

mation about expression of thrombomodulin, optical density, and electrical resistance.

Although the animal model provides a better physiological representation of in vivo human

phenomena, it is less reliable than a fully in vitro engineered system because ‘‘in the lab we

can control their [endothelial cells] environment completely....we can control exactly what

flow is like and we can monitor by visually seeing it. But when we move to an animal model
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it’s more physiologic—the challenge then is that it’s a much more complex system.’’ To

advance the research, some control and precision needed to be sacrificed so as to better exem-

plify complex characteristics of human physiology. A7 made several trips over 2 years to the

out-of-state lab where the animal models reside to run experiments, modify her simulations,

and, in the end, she was able to prevent platelet formation. On a distributed cognition interpre-

tation, the ‘‘experimental model that predicts’’ comprises the entire system of researcher-

artifact-animal models through which the inference was made that if human EPCs were to be

conditioned at the normal arterial sheer rate prior to vascular graft implantation, they would

function as mature endothelial cells with respect to modulating thrombosis.

5. Conclusion

Our use of distributed cognition as a framework for interpreting the research practices of

these laboratories helps to make sense of how engineering scientists think by means of the

artifact models they design and build. In negotiating the in vivo–in vitro divide, they are in

a real sense practicing what the researcher in Lab D called ‘‘science fiction’’ (Fig. 5B). They

translate their understandings of the phenomena under investigation into real-world simula-

tion models and revise their understandings through simulation. To fathom how engineering

scientists think by means of artifact models requires attending to the nature of the researcher

representations that participate in problem-solving processes. Here I have argued that they,

too, are model-like representations, and that inferential processes comprise an interlocking

system of researcher and artifact models.

Adding to this account an appreciation of the devices as ‘‘hubs’’ for interlocking the

various dimensions of practice, we move further along the path toward an integrative

understanding of cognitive–social–cultural dimensions of research practices. As hubs,

devices are focal points around with lab activities revolve and through which they interlock.

Devices and model systems are what socio-cultural studies of science refer to as the

‘‘material culture’’ of the community, but are also what cognitive studies of science refer to

as ‘‘cognitive artifacts’’ participating in the representational, reasoning, and problem-

solving processes of a distributed system. Our data lead to their interpretation as cognitive-

cultural artifacts. They are representations and thus play a role in model-based reasoning

and problem solving; they are central artifacts around which social practices form; they are

sites of learning; they connect one generation of researchers to another; they perform as

cultural ratchets (Tomasello, 1999) in an epistemic community (Knorr Cetina, 1999),

enabling researchers to build upon the results of the previous generations, and thus move

the problem solving forward.

Notes

1. In addition, for 2 further years, we conducted a study of a bio-robotics laboratory with

the objective of testing the robustness of our findings about learning and principles for
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designing effective learning environments derived from Labs A and D through seeing

whether there was transfer to an out-of-domain research laboratory. Since the primary

focus of that study was a comparison of learning practices, data from it are not

included in the analysis presented here.

2. I place the word ‘‘theory’’ in quotation marks here because what grounded theory

advocates mean by that term better approximates what Tweney has called a ‘‘frame-

work,’’ as discussed previously.

3. If we add ‘‘analogy,’’ which is a type of model that we coded for separately, the total

rises to 723.

4. What it means to parallel in these models is captured by the notion of ‘‘exemplifica-

tion’’ as formulated by Nelson Goodman (1968) and Catherine Elgin (1996). As intro-

duced by Goodman, a representation exemplifies certain features if it ‘‘both is and

refers to’’ something which has those features; that is, ‘‘[e]xemplification is posses-

sion plus reference’’ (Goodman, 1968, 53). Devices both possess and refer to the

selected features of the in vivo systems, such as the force with which the blood flows

in a human artery.

5. Our notion of cognitive partnering might appear similar to ‘‘actor network’’ theory

introduced by Bruno Latour (1987). Salient differences, though, are as follows: first,

on our account not all ‘‘actors’’ are equal, that is, there would be no distributed cogni-
tive system without the human agents, and second, ‘‘agency’’ as we understand it

implies ‘‘intentionality,’’ so the artifacts can perform cognitive functions in the sys-

tem and exhibit independent behaviors, but are not, themselves, agents. The point we

are making is that learning and research require researchers to form relationships, and

one that we witness is forming a relationship with the devices, which involves

researchers attributing agency to these artifacts, living and nonliving.

6. Significant cognitive science research supports the hypothesis that simulation is a

fundamental form of computation in the human brain (see Barsalou, 2008 for an

overview).

7. For related views, see Gorman (1997); Gorman & Carlson (1990); and Greeno (1989).

8. Trafton et al.’s (2005) finding that in the presence of computer visualizations scien-

tists do considerable mental manipulation in interaction with the visualization pro-

vides an example of the former case. Christensen and Schunn’s (2008) research on

conceptual simulation and prototyping in engineering design showed that concep-

tual simulation decreased when prototypes were constructed, providing an example

of the latter case.
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